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Program offered to writing students INSIDE
By Dini D . James
"I used to dislike my English 101 instructor at the Loop College," says Jackie
Doe, a journalism sophomore, who prefers
not to use her real name. She would read
each s tudent's paper aloud in the class,
and say, f have reached my peak with you
guys. I don't know what to do to make you
all see the importance of writing ef·
fectively for both yourself a nd others. But
she wouldn't correct you. She would just
ask you to rewrite the whole paper in the
class, while she would lay back in her
chair, smoking this long cigarette with her
wire glasses constantly adjusted on the tip
of her nose and looking dead at me." There
are many Jackie Doe's who need help in
surmOimting obstacles to acquiring good
langauge skills. To this end a program has
been long established to tackle such
problems here at Columbia College.
The Student-student Tutorial ProgramReading/ Writing Basic Skills, has been
" launched in order to give an intensive
one-to-one help to students in the writing
and language abilities," says John
Schultz, the chairman of the Writing
Department and the mentor of the tutorial
program.
The tutorial program, however. is not
new. It has been the pet project of Schultz,
and nursed by Betty Shiflett, the
program 's director, since fall of 1975 wh!!n
the idea was born. And ever since, the
program has been combating the ills that
hefall s tudents ' papers in the form of
subject-verb non agreement, run-on
sentences, fragmented sentences, or lack
of standard grammar.
The succ<!88 of the program depends on
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has been designed. "Voluntary participation of both the tutors and the tutees"
·defines the success of the program according to Shiflett.
The term tutor and tutee are two key
words that frequently feature in the
student-to-student tutorial program . The
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tutors are volunteers, advanced writing
students who come highly recommended
by their story workshop directors, according to Schultz.
They are trained and supervised by
Shiflett, Sheila Baldwin a nd Tom
Nawrocki. "These selected tutors go
through the story workshop methodology
in tutorial training course offered mainly
to acquaint them with the peculiar
problems and difficulties tutees encounter
in their writing and language a bilities,"
N~wrocki says. This course meets in a four
hour session every week. Tutors n -ceive
.
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semester for two credit hours and eight
times in two-hour sessions in the semes ter
for a four hour credit.
Tutees can register for the program
either for credit or as a learning resource
without credit. One is free to go in there
and ask questions regarding the program.
"Students can come in a nd fill out the
forms. with their name and telephone
number, hours and days when s tudents are
available to be tutored, " says Baldwin,
one of the coordinators of the program and
~n instructor in tutorial trai ning classes.

This semester the journalism and
theater/ music departments at Columbia
College have new department heads and
both men said they have curnculum
changes planned which they feel will
benefit s tudents at t he school.
Theodore Berland, a writer, journalist,
and instructor who taught nutrition at
Columbia through June of 1979, now ser ves
as the first head of the journalis m depa rt·
ment , a nd enter tainment director/ musician/ instructor Sheldon Patinkin,
whose work includes writi ng and directing
with The Second City , chairs the
theater/ music department.
Exposing s tudents to more c~ntact with
musical and theatrical professiOnals 1s a
major focus within his depa_rtment,
Patinkln said. As well as advocatmg that
s tudents a ttend rehearsa ls and previews of

works, he said he plans to bring more
professional material right to the col.lege .
" I hope to increase the department s mvolvement in the professiona l community ," he said. " In musica l theater
there will be a concentration on the
development of skills for opera , Broadway
and alternate theater. All of the people
we're bringing in to teach are work.ing
professiona ls .
We're
e ncour agmg
professionals to bring their work here.
We're trying to get playwnghts to try out
their material here . We want professiona ls
and s tudents to mingle and learn from
each other. w e best learn by working. "

- Courses in ensemble acting and im·
promptu theater taught by the Step·
penwolf Thea Ire Company ;
- Playwriting taught by Alan Gross,
who wrote ' Lunching' a nd ' Man in 605';
- Works hop of new musical ' Island of
Lost Coeds' using s tudents under the direction of Warren Casey and Jim Jacobs, who
wrote 'Grease';
Appre ntices hip programs/ independent studies at Step~>~;nwolf, S~ond
City, Remains Theater, Wisdom Bndge,
Travel Light, and Organic Theaters;_
- A joint course for theater, mus1c and
dance s tudents to produce a musical
comedy ;
- A course in circus techniques taught
by Vincent Hall Ba lestri.
According to P atinkin, though many
courses will be added to the theater/ musiC
department curriculum , no current
sa.&lcloft PatlaiLia Ia ther aew theater/ classes will be dropped. Healsosald a plan
•IIJic: d<tpartMeat head.
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students who
to' De tu fore<l-;n-'C'i'"eal ' says s. a ":'"· .,
whatever problem that may beset them . for it under General Studies.
They come into the program through the
A recent enrollee, hke many other
registration process, instructor referra l or tutees were referred to the program to
on the tutees' initiative. Tutees meet on a undergo tutonng m comprehensiOn.
Unlike J ackie Doe's Enghs h 101 1nstruc·
one-to-one basis with their tutors. four
times in two hour session during the
Continued on pall• 5

Strengthening bonds with the film. TV ,
dance and ar ts management programs at
Columbia is a lso one of Patinkin's goa ls .
He said a clown act will be directed here
a nd that the following courses. programs
and events will be a mong the department 's
offerings next semester :
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to s tructure specifica lly designed fou r
year programs for acting. directing.
design, singing, compos •lion, as ~en as a
general course for those who don t w1sh to
concentrate entirely in one area, 1S presently being developed.
.
Patinkin is teaching an actmg class here
this semester . He makes no bones about
motiva ting his students . "We have a
s logan when they (participants> have a
fear of performing," he said. "' Better an
ass hole than a chicken."'
Patinkin is a native of Chicago and
music and theater have been a part of his
life from a very early age. "I've been
developing music and theater since I was
four " he said. " I lived in Englewood a nd
!her~ was a field house in Ogden Park.
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Editorial
There are certain things around Columbia that everyone is talking about. Step into the lounge on any given day, and you'll
hear gripes, and not much argument.
There are a lot of gripes, and a lot of
agreement. One of the main agreements is
that, boy, if we just had a student government around here, things would be dif.
ferent.
Actions do speak louder than words,
though. Not only has no one come forward
to call a meeting to organize students, but
no one has even written a letter to the
editor to the Chronicle. The Chronicle does
not have a letters to the editor page
because there are no letters to the editor,
which seems hard to believe in a school full
of budding writers and creative people.
The Chronicle in its first two issues ran a
survey to find out how many students
would be interested in participating in a
student gover nment, and so far in three
Student• brow ae t hrouah maa~inea of v&rioua aubjecta.
weeks there have been three replies and a
Frito chip placed in our reply envelope.
the card games in the lounge have more
support and organization.
Student governments a t other schools
serve many useful purposes. They poll the
By John Dyslin
Crump said. " Subtitles or a current event students to evaluate the teachers, and
only."
" I like Essence magazine because some that is interesting attracts me to make this valuable information available
At most magazine racks, one can find a
of the articles are interesting," said Ida magazines, " said Barrett. 1n addition, before registration. They -,az;raoge envariety of publications ranging from those
Crump, a psuedonym as she wishes her food recipes and advertiseme'lts also at· tertainment that students want. Many
that recap the previous week's news to
those that illustrate the fine art of hang name to be withheld. Articles that are tract Barrett to magazines. Oryja likes student governments have hired an at·
especially about make-up, skin care, body magazines that have something about torney to be available to give free legal ad·
gliding. And for every magazine, there
care, and anything about personalities at· human nature .
seems to be a reader.
vice to s tudents. Some run non-profit book
tracts Crump to a magazine, especially
However, the type of magazine that was
" I like to be informed and I find that in·
exchanges and bookstores at their schools.
mentioned the most by the women, were
one like Essence.
formative magazines are educational,"
Some schools have a student-run "union",
Vernon Williams ' favorite magazine is pornographic magazines. " I look at por·
said Vernon Williams, a student at Colum·
with facilities that make Columbia's
Ebony . " I like it because it gives black nographic magazines, also, "Crump said. lounge look silly. Many student govern·
bia.
of
pride
and
dignity,
he
"
I
may
not
indulge,
but
want
to
see.
My
people
a
sense
However, other people like magazines
ments have obtained access to the
said. "A long time ago the only time black mind is curious." Oryja mentitled Playgirl academic committees, providing student
for what they might do for their careers. " I
read New Yorker magazine because I people were in print was for crimes, but as a ma gazine she reads and Carlson said
input into areas such as financial aid,
Ebony writes about the good side The)' he_r.eads.PJayboy. j3ut of course, "that is
~v enioy tbe Illustrations, and since
5tudel\t. dis<;iJ>I.ioU)lz, .Jill thl' lffil"!liJ!ed
write about blacks who are proresslonal:5, JU:Jl Col· UU;; gl"ll..-:;1 ..... •nod h•.t . • - ' - • ·' ' ·
r ·pian on 11U'IJuraug m an, r study the
areams ot tile st\lci'eii\l!~
On the other hand, Rhonda . Barrett
illustrations," said Rhonda Barrett.
lawyers, etc."
. ·.;.
' Most impdrfuhtly, \ll~fe are 'a couple of
Ma gazines that a re intriguing is 3.Jllajor
Time magazine seems to be a favorite doesn't care for pornographic magazines.
student organizatiOillj o~ the state level,
fa ctor for the type of magazine Mary Jane among college-aged students . Williams, While people do have favorite magazines,
the illinois Student 'ASsociation and the
Oryja reads. "Piaygir~ Cosmopolitan. an d Carlson, and Barrett like the magazine they also despise certain types of Student Advisory Committee, that lobby
S cienu Digest usually are the magazines I
because it gives a good run down of the magazines.
with the Illinois Board of Higher
"Ms. magazine is the most moronic, in
read,'' Oryja said. She added that most current events and is easy to read . " Time
Educa(ion for things li)<e lower tuitions, remagazines are boring and usually tell you. is good because I'm interested in the addition to other magazines like Redbook thinking of their financial priorities, and,
national and international scene. I like to and Better Homes and Garden" Carlson
·'how to make your home nice ."
their current number one project, recom- ..
Sports 11/us tratf!d, Tim'e, Newtuueek.
be informed about the elections and the said comically. Oryja also listed Better
mendations to the ISSC.
latest in the Middle East," Williams ad· Homes and Garden as a magazine she
Nat ional Lampoon, and Playboy are the
According to Bill Houlihan , president of
magazines Richard Carlson enjoys. "I
ded.
doesn't like because, "It symbolizes what
the Illinois Student Association, "The ISSC
An attractive cover brings ma ny the perfect housewife should be." Barrett
don' t look for too much in a magazine just
is usually very good about using our
as long as it's entertaining," Carlson said . readers to a magazine. " The cover at· lis ted Esquire magazine as beign trash .
suggestions".
Although , he wants to stress that he reads tracts me to it because it usually tells me But a group of magazines that received the
Houlihan says for a student to get in·
Pla yboy, " for the articles and interviews what is presented in the magazine," most vivid responses are the teen
volved in a student government, " Mostly it
magazines. " When I see magazines on the
requires a student to be interested in
rack like Teen Bag, it almost makes me
making all the meetings."
FOR A L L Y OUR DRAFTING Ill ART SUP~LIES
barf," Oryja said.
With all that fine, angry talk in 'the
lounge, it sounds like somebody should be
The Nationa l Enquirer and People
magazine were read, but mainly for enter· mad enough and smart enough to do
tainment purposes.
something right now .

Students fussy about magazine choices
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Cohnnbia Chroaide

Attention
Actresses and Comedians
Comedy Troop
Looking tor talented females

Call for Auditions
Chris 846-3770
Lance 928·3965

Contemporary Anbusson Tapestries
at Museum of Science and Industry

Embroidered wod< Ia oae ol the m&ay atadeftta' ut BOW oacllaplay at the Art GaDery.

By Dehra Meeks
Attention future Picasso's, Ansel
Adams, Michael Angelo's and other
aspiring artists. The Student Gallery

located on the first floor of Columbia
College, is now exhibiting student art work
beginning Nov . 21.
The gallery will be accepting sculptures,
paintings, ceramics, photographs,
drawings and any other pieces of art you
may want to exhibit in the gallery.
Students may S!Jbm.i t. an unlimited
amount of work eaclfmay vary in size. The
items to be displayed should be marked
with your name. address and 'nh~ nu~ 
ber. The • gallery provides all matenal

necessary for display. Work will be selected according to quality, theme, and
significance to the artist.
New showcases will be presented every
six weeks with the authenticity of other art
gallery openings, sucb as serving wine and
cheese. There also will be work from other
colleges across the United States
displayed in the gallery.
The gallery is managed by Columbia artists, photographers Liz Sarnick, Cindy
Bittenfield, and painter Paul McAlpin who
are also gallery board members.

The gallery, funded by Columbia
College, is operated solely by Liz, Cindy,
and Paul under the careful eye of Steve
Clint, the gallery's curator who also
teaches the Advance Museum and
Curatorial Practice at CC.
Though the three student curators can·
not present their own works of art in the
gallery they feel that as curators it's a
beneficial learning experience for them.
The idea for the gallery came from
gallery board members who had always
planned to have students show what
they've accomplished. The first presen·
tation of s tudents work began last June
re::;~~~.!~~~"!~~~~~~_:
-n.. V t '
·portunity to see their work presented while
at the same time view the ideas of others".
Liz said.
Students interested in submitting their
works of art may do so, between !O :OO a .m.
to 1:00 p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays in
the gallery. Upcoming dates for student
gallery openings are : Nov. 2l·Jan. 3, Jan.
·9·Feb. 21, Feb. 27·Mar. 28, Apr. 3·May 2,
May8-June6.
Works of art may also be purchased with
permission of the artist. Hurry get your
work in now, it could be an opportunity you
wouldn't want to miss!

French tapestries woven on the same
looms used to create the magnificent
tapestries of the 17th and 18th centuries
will be shown in the "Contemporary
Aubusson Tapestries" exhibit at the
Museum of Science and Industry from
Nov.22througbJan. IJ.
The exhibit will feature 40 works by 27
French artists belonging to Arelis, an
organization dedicated to the creation and
production of modern-day weaving.
"Contemporary Aubusson Tapestries" is
presented by the Consulate General of
France and Corporate Art Source Inc.
The tapestries represent an ancient art
form reborn at the height of World War II.
It was then that master craftsman Jean
Lurcat was commissioned by bis govern-

ment to revitalize the nearly obsolete
French tradition of tapestry weaving.
With a small group of artists working in
the remote village of Aubusson, Lurcat
succeeded in heightening interest in handwoven wall·hangings, not only in France,
but in Spain, Poland, Japan, Israel, and
other countries. At that time, Mathieu
Mategot became the first to use abstract
themes in tapestry design.
Works in the exhibit include tapestries in
sizes of up to 6 x 7 ft. , by a number of the
wartime artists and other Arelis crafts·
men.
Museum hours are 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m .
weekdays, and 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
weekends and holidays. Admission and
parking are free.

_____
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)COPE
has a lot to say

Student
By Pamela McEwen
There is nothing more rewa rding to a
s tudent than to see something on which he
has worked and str ived toward put into action. This is exactly what has happnened
for two theater students who have put their
heads together a nd written a play.
Ivory Ocean and Norman McLaughlin,
both senior thea ter students have written
and directed "The Anniversary" which
will be performed by a seven actor and actress production company a t 8 pm on Nov.
22at the l ilh Street Theatre.
"The Anniversary" is a contemporary
play that depicts the lives of a married
couple who have somehow over a few
years of marriage become disenchanted
with each other. The play picks up when
the wife, who was a professional dancer
but has now settled down to teach the a rt,
takes on a lover, a nd another, and another.
During the sixth year of marriage, the
husband, who is · an aspiring young
playwright also becomes involved in affairs. Then suddenly, the title of the play
takes on significance when on the couple 's
seventh wedding anniversary, both of their
lovers show up.
" It is really dramatic , suspenseful, funny and sexy," Ocean says. "It appeals to
experiences that most people in our
s ociety can understand."
Nodding his head in agreement,
McLaughlin said, " I'm s ure everyone who
comes to it will be able to relate to at least
one of the actors and really enjoy it. "
The idea for the play began in the
creative mind of McLaughlin. •'Last year I
decided to do an independent project
which meant writing a play," he says. " I

wanted to write something different and
contemporary that was unlike any play I
had ever been involved in. After I got started, I needed help with dialogue, so Ivory
and I got together."
Ocean said his interest in writing plays
was inspired greatly by a course he took
from Allan Gross, a popular playwright
who has written such plays as "Man in
Room 605" and "The Luncheon."
"I always enjoyed writing and he
provided me with the foundation and inspiration to get started," he says. "In his
class I wrote a play that he r eally enjoyed
and he inspired me to continue writing."
Although news of "The Anniversary" is
just becoming wide spread, it is not entirely new. Last Spring in the basement of

:Students iiiaKe a. oucK
By John Dyslin

l,) j

In a. -work~;;;-day

making this his future, as TV production is
Jobs are a vital part to any person's his main interest. "But it's an option for
ability to go through life. Jobs are par- me."
ticularly important to college students who
Gleason's job a t the board is a price
need the money to continue their reporter. "I post the latest sales up which
education. However. some Columbia were traded by brokers on the floor
College students have jobs that are through a computer called Quotron,"
somewhat out of the ordinary for college Gleason said.
students.
In addition to the option of another job,
For example, Tom Gleason, who holds a working at the board of Options Exchange
full-time job during the day and goes to offers several other benefits. Gleason said
school a t night, works at the Chicago he has insurance, dental , and medical
Board of Options Exchange. " I need the benefits working there.
money while I'm going to school, but I was
Furthermore, Gleason says he likes the
interested in what goes on with stocks, in- job, and "the people are nice."
terest rates, bonds, anyway so I took the
Another s tudent working at a nonjob," said Gleason. He doesn't plan on traditional type job is Corinna Petry . She

230 S. WABASH AVE.
CHICAGO, IL 60604
PH : 427-5980

Columbia College the play made its first
debut.
"The response was so overwhelming
that we did a little more work to it and here
we are," McLaughlin says. When talking
about writing plays as a career,
McLaughlin assumed an upright posture
and a serious tone of voice.
" Ivory and I are trying to create a
universal production company with plays
that everybody can enjoy," he says. " Heel
that there are a lot of roles that I can' t play
because I'm black. There should be more
r oles for blacks other then the
stereotypical winos, waiters, bums and
other minor character roles. We want to
produce plays that are colorless so
anybody qualified can do the part. "

works at the Resurrection Hospital as a
housekeeper or under the class ier title of
Environmental Services. " I clean toilets,
sinks, mop floors, dust furniture, vacuum,
and make beds," said Petry.
One nice benefit of the job is the pay
which is $4.35 an hour, indicated Petry.
" Also, you're treated well."
Petry has worked at other jobs. These include working at a bakery, and a retail
store. " I guess I'm one of those strange
people who likes working," she said. In
fact, Petry says she likes working
a nywhere.
In addition to the other jobs she does at
the hospital Petry does do a few jobs for
the patients. "If they ask for a pillow or a

CENTRAL CAMERA COMPANY
SINCE 1899

Celehrates its 8111 Year
NIKON FE-AUTOMATIC
ON SALE

50mm

NOW129915

vvorld

towel, I'Ugetit."
"We're called the ladies in pink as we
wear pink uniforms," continues Petry, " I
really like the job."
Finally, there's student at Columbia who
has mixed feelings about her job. " Some of
my superiors are mean, especially if
you're a foreigner," said Helen Adekunle
who is from Ibedan, Nigeria.
'
Adekunle works at the FOUillain Bleu
Nursing Home in Rosemont as a nurse's
aid. " I take care of the patientS sucb..as
giving them baths, feeding them , changing
their clothes if wet, and making beds," she
said. Adekunle only makes $3.10 an hour
working a t the nursing home.

STORE HOURS
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
8 AM TO 5:30 PM
SATURDAY
8 AM TO 5:00PM
SUNDAY -ClOSED

• LARGE DARKROOM, PAPER,
CHEMICAL DEPARTMENT
• PHOT FINISHING- 20% DISCOUNT
• FILM DISCOUNTS GREATER THAN 28%
ON SPECIAL QUANTITY PURCHASES
• ALL EQUIPMENT AT LOW PRICES

SPECIAL FEATURES

WITH 1.8E

Ocean illuminates" his seriousness in
producing plays also as he comments on
the need for a showcase. "There is no
showcase in Chicago where playwrights
can take their plays and have them performed in front of professional talent
agents . A showcase is something lilat
Chicago needs so playwrights can introduce themselves and their plays with
the hope that it might be produced by an
·
artis tic director."
Ocean and McLaughlin have a long,
hard road ahead of them but they are not
about to let anything get in their way. "The
Anniversary" may open doors for them
that would otherwise be almost impossible
to open.
"While you're still in school is the time to
start being a professional," Ocean says.
" You have to start working now because if
you wait until you graduate it might be too
late."
Nov. 22 will be an exciting night for
Ocean and McLaughlin. They have invited
eight local theater artistic directors, talent
agents and casting directors to see the
play.
" Hopefully one of the artistic directors
will see it and decide it is good enough to
produce in. their theatre," McLaughlin
. says. "This not only will be good for us but
also for the actors and actresses who help
makeitallpossible."
Ocean said he hopes that enough money
is made from the play to produce their
next play entitled " The Beaten Path."
"The Anniversary" will be a one night
performance only. Starring in tbe play are
Collene Crimmins , Ivory Ocean, Ajeenah
Ras heed and Norman McLaughlin.
Tickets are $5 per person and $3 for students.

• Automatic Exposure
• Double Exposure Capability
• Motor Drive Available
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Pro cheerleade rs s eek new Horizons
By Dominic Scianna
How would it feel to be a Dallas Cowboy
cheerleader, or to lead the cheers for the
fans in Chicago as a Honey Bear? Wouldn't
it be exciting to dance and tumble your
way into the hearts of Chicago newest
fans? The Chicago Horizons are the newest
team in town, and their soccer skills will
be cheered on by a Dance/Gymnastics
troupe of men and women at their home
site in the Rosemont Horizon.
The excitement and thrill of trying out
for a popular sports franchise as a
cheerleader, or in the case of the Chicago
Horizons a Dance/ Gymnastics troupe has
the limelight and glamour that comes with
the job. But that is the perception of the
fans. What do the performers themselves
feel about entertaining for the public.
Daina Westling. Columbia College
student and dance major, loves to perform, and found out about the tryouts for
the Chicago Horizons from a poster at
Columbia. Westling teaches ballroom,
exercise and disco classes as a freelancer V icky Lo&ianco an.d Dain.a. W e.atlln& practice. routine.& in prepua.tion for the Chicago
at Triton college, the College of Dupage
Horizon& Da.nce./Gymna.atica troupe tryout a.
and in the village of Oak Park. "It's an exciting experience but there is so much of a trying out for the troupe saw advertising in Another CC dance major, Vicky LoBianco,
difference from what! do," said Westling. the Chicago Sun-Times concerning heard about the team being formed a year
"This will certainly expand my dance auditions for the squad. Flackus is a ago and couldn't believe it when she read
cheerleader for Triton College and he about the tryouts. LoBianco, formerly of
knowledge."
Earl Flackus, one of the handful of men hopes his experience will pay off for him. Southern Illinois University, loves dancing
Wilson Junior College and teaching acting " Everything has gotten faster," Berland
for Second City in New York, New Orleans, said. "We've become a fast order. society.
Toronto and Chicago, writing and direc- People want everything easy and quick ;
ting for Second City and SCTV, and ser- fast food, fast news , instant information.
ving as artistic director for a theater com- People buy lots of magazines and books
pany in New York. He has also directed a which they never read.
" The electronic media has come to
number of operas and musicals.
Berland, the new journalism depart- dominate the news field and in general has
ment bead, also has a variety of become the chief source of supply of inprofessional experiences, including a formation to the public. Everything is shif-

dept. heads ·
Conti.Aued from paae on.e

There was a rehearsal J or a play when 1
was five. I walked up to the director and
said ' I wanttodo that."'
He said he got a part in the fairy tale
production and eventually moved up to a
lead part when a fellow actor dropped out.
Patinkin is also a n accomplished pianist
and singer. " I was a cellow opera singer,"
he said. "I stopped when my vo1ce
changed. But I staged operas all through
college."
Patinkin's formal education includes BA
and MA degrees in English Literature
from the University of Chicago. He never
completed work on a doctorate degree
because he said he knew a Ph.D. in
literature would not further his musical
and theatrical goals.
Among his professional experiences are
teaching English Literature at the old

dozen books and hundreds of magazine arLh:::l co (o~on15 t.hoc;n·• U-...,.. ...... h.oo••••• · ~---
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The following new courses will be added
next semester : Black Press in America ;
Spanish Press in America ; A course in the
Spanish language; Spanish News Writing ;
A course concentrating on communicating
with the Spanish community.
There will also be an increased em-

·t utor program
Continued from p•ae one

CLEANSING · CONDITIONING
HAIR SHAPING ·AIR FORMING
IRON CURLING

Jll(:l)l reg. 1650 ll0\Y 8.25
\\l>lnen reg. 2250 110\Y 1125
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In k)werlng our pnce. we r•sk dameg1ng our fashion image, bul uti shed ehentt ate the nighest
lorm ol comphment, What better way fOf us to get e11posure than having you display our quality
wOfkmanship.

910 NORTH ERNST
787-8822 .

32 WEST WASHINGTON
782-4910
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At the Hair Performers, we know you want
look your best for the holiday season ahead.
We also know what a hectic time this can be -you have no time to worry about your hair.
Get a head start on the holidays by taking
advantage of this special offer

... .. ,_ .:!'~4!".- ..•,.. • •,.. ,. .. .......... • •

ted . Newspapers no longer concentrate on

Man' which ran in the food section of the N-~~~iictioil ·is ~ore and 'iiicire-uSlfti'·
Chicago Sun Times until July of this year techniques of fiction and at the same time
and in the Chicago Daily News before that picking up some of the r hetoric of the electfor a total of six years>, as well as several ronic media. The public is being squeezed
years' teachmg experience <Columbia, from both sides."
Among the department changes Berland
Northwestern, Bowling Green State
University and the University of Wiscon- has planned are an expansion of specific
subject
areas and a concentrated focus on
sin) .
He plans curriculum changes in the jour- the ethnic press.
" We are expanding courses into specific
nalism department to reflect the swift
mood of our present day world . subject areas," he said. "We had one in
business publications and will add
business and public relations and more in
the fall.
For the spring term Berland said, " We'll
be getting more into the ethnic press . Wednesday will be Spanish Journalism Day at
Columbia College."
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tor, Nawrocki actually took note of the
tutee's shortcomings in the area of
development of a theme. "What we do is
get the writing samples of the students and
they are grouped into whatever categories
that they may need help, " says Nawrocki,
a Fiction I and II instructor.
Gary Johnson, an instructor in Writing I
and II and Story Workshop Director in the
Writing Department says the program is
successful because " The tutorial program
deals with what is right in students, and
students with specific problems, ask
specific help." Nevertheless, the attitude
of the student also determines the success
of the program a nd the progress made by
•the Tutee. "It is remarkable what
progress you can see on the page after only
Ia few sessions with the student who is
willing and able to be taught," Johnson
says.
Another Tutee who has just signed up for
the Tutorial program is also aware of her
inadequacy in comprehending a theme or
text and she freely talks about her
problem. "I know I have a problem
rernernberin what I read and it's af-

-.

and performing. "All the experience I can
get right now is helpful, a nd if it opens the
gates for me or not it's still great experience for me," LoBianco said.
Geneva Eskridge, a sophomore at
DePaul University, is a nursing major who
formerly led the cheers for a semi-pro football team in Chicago. " I love to dance and
sing, and this gives me the chance to still
grab some of the limelight," Eskridge
said. Carol Nunley, a Lov-a-Bull for the
Chicago Bulls, was referred to the tryouts
by her coach of the Bulls cheerleaders. She
loves the performing end of her job, and
has sports in her blood. ·'Reggie Theus of
the Bulls is my brother-in-law, and Nate
Archibald who plays on the Boston Cel tics
is my cousin,"' she said. " ! have sports
figures throughout my family, so it is
definitely in my blood."
Jalinda Davis, choreographer of the
Dance/Gymnastics troupe is studying
dance at the Gus Giordane Dance Center.
Davis _is originally from Florida, but came
to Ch1cago because of the big dance
market here, especially the art of jazz
dance. ·'I teach dance, and I came to Chicago to expand my leaching knowledge."
"When your teaching you are forced to
Choreograph and also to perform as well,''
said Davis. During the tryouts Davis was
looking for a few characteristics from the
auditioners.
phasis on Columbia's intern program. " I
think it's very important that journalism
students get experience before they
graduate," Berland said. " Among my
plans 1s a new emphasis and expansion of
the intern program. I plan to have it
available all year round."
Berland said the policy of journalism
majors combining the number of hours
needed to complete the major with courses
in other areas will slowly change as more
payfiitiiiB.SS 21100 *a the inntneHsn;L+to.._ __
A large percentage of journalism courses are presently offered only in evening
classes and Berland said of this " We're
trying to have more day courses. But oiufaculty is made up of full-time working
professionals and while it's a problem it's
also a strength. At other schools 20 years
may have elapsed between the time an instructor had working experience and their
classroom instruction.
Berland is a science writer and nutrition
is bis area of specialty. " My license plate
is diet," he said.
He was born in Chicago and has a BS
degr~ in journalism from the University
of Illinois, an MA degree in sociology from
\he University of Chicago, and he has
begun work on a Ph.D. at Bowling Green
University. He has been a member of a
number of journalistic and writing
organizations and has three books due for
publication next year , two in J anuary and
one in March.
The journalism department office is
located in Room 625.
feeling my being able to write well, " says
Tracy Gibson, a 23 year old journalism
sophomore, who was referred to the
program by televisioq production instructor.
The program has been designed to han
die problems and difficulties such as thos
of Tracy Gibson. "The program is geared
towards helping students that lack basic
college background, and it will also give
students confidence in themselves,"
Nawrocki says.
The program is gradually growing and
expanding. Tutors, however, are needed t
strengthen the program's ability to cope
with large numbers of Tulees projected for
the program . There are twenty tutors at
the moment coping with eighty-six tutees
that have registered for the program this
semester. ·'At the moment," Shiflett says,
"We have made reforms in our approaches, and we are able to teach grammar now in the tutorial session."
The key to tutee's progress lies in his altitude both towards the Tutor and himself.
"Student's progress does not happen overnight," Johnson says. " It's something that
takes time and the willingnesss of both the
Tulees and the Tutor working together."
I I
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY STEVEr

By Debra Meeks
The sound of chamber music and
repeating of •·one. Two. Three, Four"
echoes through the narrow corridors of
Col umbia's Dance Center, 4730 N.
Sheridan Rd.
The hall is fi lled with the excitement of
energetic dance students, dressed in
leotards and tights with ankles insulated
against the brisk cold air.
The brick walls arc decorated with
beautiful textured paintings containing
brilliant colors that seem to put you in a
trance.
Following the melodic music leads to a
spacious theatrical set room. There instructor Karen Steele, of the Karen Steele
Dance Quintet. was guiding Columbia's
Advanced Dance Class students through
warm-up exercises. Karen said, "I enjoy
working with dance students. I like
creative work and imagination which
enhances people as individuals."
Classes at Columbia 's Dance Center are
held all day: it is the location where
special performances are given by Columbia students and traveling dance companies.
Elaine Blair, second yr . Columbia dance
major. started dance training at the tender

age of 10. Elaine studies ballet, Modern
Dance Technique and Tai Chi, which is a
form of the martial arts that helps you get
in touch and express your inner feelings.
Ms. Blair, who is currently teaching
dance at the Sammy Dryer School of
Theater, says. "I enjoy dancing a nd would
like to someday perform on Broadway."
Elaine says she practices everyday to
keep her slender physique in shape.
Jenny Sohn, 1st yr. dance major at Columbia transferred from Bennington College, disappointed with the school's dance
curriculum. Jenny says she is much happier with Columbia's dance program
because of the larger facilities and well
noted faculty .
Jenny has been studying dance for 8
years and would like to teach and perform
modern dance. On technique Ms. Sohn
said, " It's a slow process of knowing how
your body works and how to control and
make the movement that expresses what
you want to say. It's a challenge because
you're always growing."
Many dance students at Columbia didn't
always want to be dancers . Some studied
alternative career possibilities before settling at Columbia 's Dance Center.
For example Natalie Woodlall, exc hemical engineer major at Oliver
Harvery College is now a senior dance rna-

llar•n Mule, 11wut lnatruc tor at the Oantl• C•nter lead• tlla•• durlnll her thru wuk

otay.
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jor at Columbia. Natalie says she changed
majors after being disgusted with the
course of her then-eareer.
Ms. Woodlall, who will be gradUating
with a B.A. degree in teaching and dance,
says she would like to be a dance performer with a company and choreography
stage performances.
Ms. Woodlall's dance influences exist in
variety; to name a few : Carlton John,
choreographer for the Carol Burnett Show,

J(uen Steele watcl\ea over her cl&aa in the "M&ln Space" at tho~ Da.nc e Center.

Page7
Karen Steele, and.J une Finch.
Many of the ·Dance Center's graduates
have reached their goals. Three Columbia
graduates are members of the June Finch
Dance Company. " They came in to audition for the company, they were very good,
so l hired them," says Ms. Finch.
Pam Watson, a recent Columbia
graduate, heads the dance department at
The Academy or Our Lady High School on
the southside of Chicago.
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'Chicago celebrities' tell it all
curiosity," Wrightsaid.
JerryLewis,wholivesonthesouthside,
says he had a lot of fun with the name
growing up in the 50's and 60's. " I had a littie trouble while dating. No one believed
that Jerry Lewis was my real name,"
Lewis said. " Kids used to call constantly,
but it didn 't bother me. I felt kind of
famous ."

By Dominic Scianna

r' inally, two Roberts round out the
famous people in our fair city. Robert
Blake, of Baretta fame, and Robert
Young, of Dr. Marcus Welby. Robert
Blake, of Chicago, thinks his namesake is
an alright actor. " I' m proud of my name,
and I had the name first. I'm older than he
is," Blake said. " I got some goofy phone
calls from kids, but it doesn' t bother me."

"'-•ho ia the real Elizabeth Taylor?

What do Steve Martin, Jerry Lewis, Orville Wright, Elizabeth Taylor, and Robert
HuH <alias Bobby Hull >have in common?
They are all famous names of people
residing in the Chicagoland area . How
does a person feel about having a famous
name that is recognized by everyone?
" My friends used to call me MORK,"
said Robin Williams of the south side of
Chicago. " I really thought it was funny. "
The real Robin Williams of the popular TV
hit Mork and Mindy , has made her name
well known around town. " People always
think I'm kidding when I tell them my
name," Williams said.
How about having a wild a nd crazy
namelikeSteveMartin? " It's hysterical,"
said Steve Martin of Chicago. " I wrote
someone a check the other day, and he
didn't know me personally. He couldn't

How about being known as the star of
stage, screen, and television Elizabeth
Taylor? " They remember my name, but
most of a ll I love to watch a persons reaction when I introduce myself," said
Elizabeth Taylor who resides on Chicago's
northwest side. "At work everyone jokes
about me having her wealth a nd
diamonds. I always say if I had her money
l wouldn'tbeworkinghere. "
The funniest incident that has happened
to her, involvedherhighschoolgraduation
from Steinmetz. " All the names were being called off for graduation, and when
they called my name the whole auditorium
went crazy," she said. Miss Taylor thinks
it is fun having such a popular name, and
loves to watch people's reactions to her
name.
Orville Wright, of the south side, has

tt••

beijeve i t:-" Gne time I eaUed MJt...h a JI

h eard- •U -tho ~"

Fields to find out some information. I told
the saleswoman my name and she said,
'I'm Doris Day' and hung up on me.
Anotherinstanceinvolvedaphonecalltoa
popular Chicago Tribune columnist.
Because of my name his secretary put me
right through to him. As a result, that columnist and I are very good friends now."
Robert Hull of Chicago, says he tells peopie he's the real star , only incognito. " Bobby Hull was a PR man for a while with the
company my wife a nd I worked for. We
met him and he got a charge out of the
coincidence in names. Whenever he saw
my wife after that he would call her
Mother Hull." Hull, who is 73 years old,
was asked if wisecracks or jokes about his
name bother him . "Once in a while they
do, but 1justturn them off."

don't believe me when I tell them my
name. That really perturbs me," said
Wright. " I used to get phone calls from
goofy kids heckling me, but I passed it
off." Wright has been told by relatives,
especially his grandmother, that he is
somehow related to the famous Wright
brothers. " It's only hearsay, but I'd really
like to trace my family history back out of
curiousity," Wright said.
" People don 't believe me when I tell
them my name. That really perturbs me,"
said Wright. " I used to get phone calls
from goofy kids heckling me, but I passed
it off." Wright has been told by relatives,
especially his grandmother, that he is
somehow related to the famous Wright
br others. " It's only hearsay, but I'd really
like to trace my family his tory back out of

wOPJd. ..I>oopia

Bri111&1lt yoaftll auraeon, Aftthofty Hopltlaa (left), belb\a a. deta.lled exa.mlaa.tloa of Joha
Ha.rt'a a.mlctlo" ill The Elepha.nt Ma.a.

Elephant Man movie,revie~
Q · 1

By Dan

Enuerhead. Ekphant Man also reaches the
audience in a very personal, affecting
way. At first there were many in the
audience who laughed nervously at
Merrick'splight, butasthefilmcontinued,

Ulg ey
Raves a re in order for everyone involved
in the making of Ekphant Man. There are
no weak links anywhere in the cast, and
the pcr f onruun..'"e3 o f Uie lea.d.Jiii a tora arc

lt got" more and more qule\;o until flnally

simply overwhelming. John Hurt, who
many may have seen as Roskolnikov in
Masterpiece Theatre's stirring rendition
of Crime and Punishment recently ,
dema nds empathy as John Merrick, the
Elephant Man, a person whose whole existence is more twisted than can be imagined. And yet Merrick rose above it all,
setting by example of inspirational and
mystical experience that is universal.
Anthony Hopkins, famous for his role as
the schizophrenic ventriloquis t in Magic is
a lso emotionally touching in his role as Dr.
Treves, who saves Merrick from the
degredationof the carnivalfreakshow.
And not enough can be said about the
d irection of David Lynch, known
previously for the personal contact he
made with the movie audience in

just about everyone was crying. One person in the audience, who described himself
as a " film-buff" and said that he sees
nearlyallthefilmsthatcomeout, saldthat
it was the first time in twenty years that
he'd cried ill a theatre.
It is a very straight forward telling of the
real life Merrick's story, with the only real
conjecture being the scenes where his
dream life were depicted. The story is so
powerful that it demands a straight foward
telling, though. There are no gimmicks
used, no cut-aways, the film seems to exist
in real time.
The use of black and white was spinetingling, as Lynch in this film, and also in
Eraserhead, forces his audience's minds to
provide colors. If you see this film, you'll
leave the theater a changed person.
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WELCOME ALL COLUMBIA COLLEGE
STUDENTS & FACULTY
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HARRISON SNACK SHOP
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Motor clubs offer boosts to drivers
on the motor and they've always come
For~;.ue
very promptly. "
"If you run out of gas they'll bring it to
A car that breaks down or won't start,
whether in front of one's house or on a you, but of course you'd have to pay for it."
But Rose said she has never paid beyond
lonesome highway hundreds of miles from
home, is a headache for the motorist. her membership fee for battery jumps.
Emergency assistance, including towing She said the CMC has also helped her push
services and battery jUIIIps are among the her car out of packed snow and ice. "If
variety of services offered to members of a you're stuck and haven' t shoveled they
number of motor clubs in the Chicago won 't dig you out," she said. "But if you 've
area.
tried to shovel and the car is still stuck
Jerry Ma tsey, public relations they 'll help you get it out."
spokesperson for the Chicago Motor Club
Rose said she has made use of the out of
(CMCJ at 66 E. South Water, said town travel arrangement plans offered by
CMC. "One time I called them for
the
emergency road service such as towing
and battery jumps, accommodation travel information," she said. "They sent
arrangements a nd travel plans are among me two maps, one for a scenic route and
the services offered through a $28 per year one for getting there the fastest way. "
Other CMC services available to memmembership fee. There are five other
bers are personal accident insurance, bail
bra~es of the CMC in the metropolitan
bond
cards, car theft protection, car rental
area.
A kink in CMC emergency services is discounts, a legal reimbursement plan,
that members are limited as to what ser- and a notary, license and title service.
vice stations they can contact for help
For $24.95 per year, the AMOCO Motor
without paying additional money out of Club offers members emergency road sertheir pocket. "We have certain gas vice, the issuance of emergency checks up
stations that a re certified CMC agents," to $25, bail bond cards, path finding maps,
and travel and accommodation
Matseysaid.
Rita Rose said she has been a member of arrangements, including a 10% discount at
the CMC for more than 10 years. She is Holiday Inns, according to . Maryann
currently a resident of Mt. Prospect after Makow, spokesperson for their memhaving moved from Chicago a year ago, bership division in Raleigh, North
and of the CMC authorized agent policy Carolina.
"This is a master membership," she
she said, "They tow you to the closest
station that does work for them or the cost said. " In some cases family members say
a husband and wife, are both covered unis$25."
Even so, Rose said she thinks highly of der the same master membership fee. "
Persons under 26 years of age and unher CMC membership. " I wouldn't be
without it," she said. "Once I called them married are eligible for this AMOCO
twice in a month. Last year I called them master membership at the reduced rate of
three times. The last time I used it was $15 per year Makow said.
AMOCO Motor Club benefits extend
during the blizzard. My car wouldn't start
and they came out in 10 minutes. I've only throughout the U.S., but auto services are
called-for emergency ser-Vice to get a jump restricted to - ~oco · stations, she said.

By Janis

Drawin.a by Bnace Buckley

TowinQ ia on.e b enefit to motor club membe.n.

The company has general offices at 200 E.
Randolph in Chicago.
Laura Mackie, a resident of Chicago's
Southside, is a member of both the CMC
and AMOCO Motor Club. " I have the two
because if I have too many jumps I know I
can count on one of them," she said. " It's
like having double coverage.
" If it's extremely early in the morning
or late at night you might not be able to get
the CMC on the phone. AMOCO is pretty
much all over an_d I can usually find one.
And they have better towing service. If you
call and need towing, they'll tow you to
your own station. My station is at 111th St.
They will also change tires for you."
The station Mackie patronizes is an
AMOCO . "AMOCO doesn't accept
anybody else (other stations) but that's
because they have their own stations, '' she
said.
Mackie said she was very pleased with
the travel arrangements the CMC
provided for her on a cross-eountry trip.
" They charted my trip from my home to

California and back home again," she
said. " They really planned the trip well.
When you follow the book rates you get
very good hotel accommodations. They
give you a booklet for each state. I was
quite pleased."
Montgomery Ward also has a motor club
and Eileen Bender of their office at 535 W.
Chicago said for $33 per year or $2.75 per
month members can be reimbursed for
road and towing services. She said the
membership includes trip route .information, car rental discoUI)ts and accident insurance, and that these benefits
are extended to members throughout the

u.s.

Sports car owners might want to check
out the Sports Car Club of America at 5901
N. Sheridan. Spokesperson Dotty Alex said
they have 1,200 members and their prime
function is to enjoy the sport of ownership.
But she added " One by-product of active
membership is that you would become
very proficient in caring for your own
car."

A-ternative ways to finance education
By Fatma Abdelaziz
Tuition is paid for by some colleges for
left-handed students, golf caddies, or
bagpipers. At Yale or Harvard, scholarships are available for students if they
have certain last names (e.g.) Murphy,
Bright, Anderson, Baxendale, Borden,
Downer, Pennoyer, DeForest or Leaven-

'
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~
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worth.
their tuition.
There are no such goings on at ColumThe lllinois State Scholarship Combia College. Students here, however, have mission (ISSCJ also offers grants for
other alternatives for paying for their children of firemen and policemen killed in
tuition.
the line of duty. The only other requireThere are, of course, the Illinois State ments are the student must be 25 years or
Scholarship and the Basic Educational Op- under and registered at leas t half-time.
Grants are available through the ISSC
portunity Grant for helping students pay
for dependents of workers who were employed by the Illinois Department of
Correction who have been declared to beat
least 90% permanently disabled or who
dies after January 1, 1960 because of service-eonnected injuries.
An applicant, who is the child or spouse
unquestionably
of any Illinois resident, who has been
the finest
declared by the Secretary of Defense to be
a Prisoner of War, Missing In Action,
prrme ribs
killed or at least 90% permenently
disabled after January 1, 1960, is eligible to
and aged
receive grants from the ISSC.
prime steaks
Some grants available through the
federal government under the subheading
anywhere
of Campus Based Aid are the Supplementary Educational Opportunity
Grant <SEOG J and the College Work Study
Program.
The SEOG is for students with exceptional financial needs who are citizens
or permenent residents of the United
RESERVATIONS
States.
RECOMMENDED
The College Work Study Program offers
students a way to pay their tuition while
call
working around the college. The federal
427-0700
government pays 80% of their salary,
while the college contributes the remainder of the 20%.
This program differs from the Cooperative Educational Program where
students work outside the school in their
field of interest. The Co-operative
Educational Program places students in
areas of their major. This placement is
done through Karen Dale prior to the
registration of each semester.
Due to the historical educational
discrimination of women, sev.e ral
organizations now award scholarships to
WAIASH AT HARRISON
qualified women.
For example, the Business and
Professional Women's Foundati0111 a-

so . ..

-

wards scholarships for women who are 25
years 'or older and show a financial need
and career potential. This foundation also
administers other scholarship programs
for job related education for women.
• The Clairol Loving Care Scholarships
are available to women overthirty on the
basis of need, merit, and relevancy of
study to career goal.
• The BPW Career Advancement
Scholarships are given to women at least
25 years of age who are most likely to succeed in finding a job in the marketplace.
• The Kelly Services Second Career
Scholarships are offered to women 25 or
older, who have spent five years or more
as full-time homemakers and who seek
employment in business as a result of
death of a spouse or the dissolution of a
marriage.
Scholarships are available for veterans,
children and spouses of veterans. Also
available are grants for descendants, by
blood, from someone who served in the
United States Army or Navy during World
War I and whose service was terminated
.
by death or an honorable discharl!e.
A person's heritage may help pay for h1s
college tuition, as numerous scholarships
are available for Indians, Blacks, Greeks,
Spanish and for students of other ethnic
backgrounds.
In addition, various types of loaiiS ~re
available to students at below prtme
lending rates .
Four scholarships are available indirectly throught the college.
The Elizabeth Ferguson Merit Scholarship Program provides full tuition for up to
four years for ten students based on merit.
The Clay Martin Memorial Scholarship
Fund is awarded to students interested in
photography, upon faculty recommendation.
Maxine Evans, of the Financial Aid
Department at Columbia College, said if a
student is having difficulty paying for his
tuition he should come to the Financial Aid
Department wbere a program will be
desigDed to fit hlnpecific needs.

NOTIC€~
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'Toxic ·Shock' Mys~ery
- - -- --·

By Vo nnie Stroger
For the past month, women have been
warned about the possible dangers in using
tampons as a sanitary measure during
menstruation. The threatening disease is
called Stapblococcs Aureus, commonly
known as Toxic Shock Syndrome . Before
Toxic Shock Syndrome was linked with the
a ssociation of Tampon use, this disease
had striken at least 408 women and have
killed 40 since 1975. From a list of brand
named tampons surveyed by various
r esearch foundations, a recently
developed tampon called Rely, produced
by Proctor and Gamble had the worst
possible effect on women, as a major contribution to developing Toxic Shock.
Designed as a superabsorbent tampon, synthetic fibers. filled with
tiny a1:!5orbent pell!ts that swell with
moisture provided the added protection
desired by m~J!it women. Although Toxic
Shock Syndrome is not caused by tampons,
Rely was recalled due to the close relation
between that particular brand and the
disease.
What is the actual cause of Toxic Shock
Syndroaui? Dr. Bieniarz from the Michael
Reese Obstetrics Research department
explains "It .is qUile possible that toxic
shock is caused by Staphlococcs Aureus
(staph infectiOI!S), ooi>ne knoWs for sure.
It is also" possible that a combination of
bacteria which occurs during a menstral
cycle and various staph infections combined in the.blood will cause the disease."
Symptoms that occur during menstruation
are, soaring temperature ranging over
102, combined with delirious behavior, low
blood pressure, peeling skin or a sunburn
like rash, vomiting or diarrhea, then
• sbock. Victims transcend through these
various stages ol the disease rather suddenly before they are finally maimed or
killed.

C~STOr~~~~
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VJe wish to advise you of the following warriln& issued by the :food & Drug Administration:
Toxic Shock Syndrome (TSS) is a rare but serious disease that can occur in menstruating women.
TSS can cause death. The disease has been associated with the use of tampons. You may,
therefore want to consider not U$.ing tampons, or alternating tampons with napkins:
If you develop high fever and vomiting or diarrhea during your menstrual period, you should
remove your tampon immediately and talk to a physician.
Mally a torn are poatlaC a waralaC ol U.e -•lble ri... ol c:ot>trac:tiaC TSS tllroap the

"Women who have experienced these
symptoms during a period should remove
the tampon immediately and consult a
physician" , said the American.College of
Obstetricians a nd Gyneeologists in New
York.
Ov~r all,. considering the thousands. of
women wh<i use tampons, only three out of
every 100,000 are victimized by Toxic
Shock Syndrome. Scientific data relating
to the subject is incomplete, but doctors
urge women to stop using superabsorbent
tampons and to alternate any use of the
product with sanitary napkins on light
days or when sleeping.
How do women view this subject concerning their health and life styles?
Kimiko Bundy, sophomore, age 21 says,
" TIM: knowledge of Toxic Shock never
botliered me because I never used Rely, I
use OB and that brand was never listed
among other brands as dangerous."
Janice Tucker, junior, age 21 says, "l
don't use tampons because of Toxic Shock.
The news did disturb me enough to stop."
Robin Martin, " I still use tampons
because I don't know if I am prone to the
disease. Doctors don't know enough facts

·~ oltam- .

to determine. Everything is bad for you if ching to sanitary napkins during the .l ight
notusedinmoderation."
days."
,
When asked if she used Rely, she stated
Only a few days ago, the Food and.DNg
"No and more research should be done on Administration. agreed to issue warning
the women who have died and once used labels on a U tampon producta until reRely. Some questions they should consider · serach has been completed. The label will
are whether or not these women were read, "TI!is product has been linked with
smokers, does the disease strike a par- the fatal Toxic Sbock Syndrome and ~ay
ticularraceorphysicalmakeup?"
be hazardous to your health." This
These questions are pertinent en~ to {\j measure will undoubtly fr~ a!IX; corthe women who use tampons as an atd to poration from any form of lihgatiOO:Jthat
determining whether the tampon is the can occur from women who will possibly
right product for them.
become victimized by the disease iD tbe
While questioning several local pilar- future.
macists, the shelves containing all brands
In this time of self awai-eness, women
or tampons seemed to be selling as usual have learned to adhere to body signals
with no great decrease in the demand.
telling them that a problem is present
" Women haven't questioned me on the before something fatal occurs. ~111e
subject and it seems to be of no great coo- solution to the problem given by Carlile
.cern" sayS'f[i'. Hinton, a pharmacist from Lewis, a semor is, " Women should start
Alco 35th St. drug store. Even though watching their bodies more closely and not
women don't seem concerned, special the manufacturers . These are
precautions recommended by research businessmen, not doctors, and if health inphysicians ar& stated in a zfull page ad· terfers·with profits, sometims our health
vertisement bought by the 'Tampax cor- is sacrificed. We are hwnan guinea pigs
poration.
• ·Jar .iacocnplelalt -..e1t anll' tbere are to
" Women ·should change tampons evet) many unanswered ~tiona wbidnbould
three to four hours during a 24 bour period. have been answered before the tamjiOna
They should also a lternate the use by swit- were placed on,tbe market. ·

CC Intramural Sports Program off the groun~ . ·
By Dominic Scianna
The 1980 Intramural Progra m is o ({ and running, and lhe first event that has been
s tated is basketball. The Columbia College Intramural Athletic Department CCCIMP !
held registration for basketball during the week of October 20-31. The following is a
hst of lhe tentative schedule ending in the beginning of December. All games will be
played at the Chicago Armory, 234 East Chicago Avenue .
MOHOAYHOY. I7,1 . .
6: ISCCIMAP ¥1 RADIO/ TV
7: 1SA.RT vs PHOTO/ FILM
1 : IJ TV vs BROADCAST COMMUNICATIONS
t,: IS A.OVERTISING/ JOU RNAL ISM vs FACULTY /STAF F

WE DNESDAY NOV. 19, 1MO
6 : IS BROADCAST COMMUN ICATIONS vs RAD IO/TV
7 : 15 AOVE RTI SIN G / JOUR NALISM vs P HOTO/ F ILM
I : UTVvsCCIMAP
9: IS FACUL TV/ STAFF vs ART

FRIDAY NOV. 21, 1M)
• : u FACULTY/ STAFF vaAOVERTISI NGI J OUR N
.5: 15 BROADCAST C()M.M. vsADVERT ISING/ JOURN
6: IS PHOTO/ FILM ¥1 RADIO/TV
7: 1SARTviCCIMAP
MONOAY NOV. 74, 1,_
6 : ISCCIMAP vi FACULTY/ STAFF
7: 1SART vi TV
1 : IS RADIO/TV vi ADVERTISI NG/ J OU R NALISM
f : ISPHOTO/ F ILMvl BROAOCASTCOMM.
WE DNESDAY DEC. I, 1tio
6: IS FACULTY /STAFF vs ADVERTISING/ JOUR
7: 15 BROADCAST COMMUNICATIONS v1 TV
8: IS PHOTO/ FILMv1ART
9 : IS RADIO/TV vs CC IMAP

FRI OAYOEC. l . 1 4: lSCCIMAP vi AAT
s , ISRADIOITV, . P HOTOoiF ILM
;
,\
6:1S ADVERTIS ING/JOUR. , . BROADCASTCOMM.
7: 15T Vvs FACULTY/STA~F
MONDAY DEC. S, IM
' ' ISFACULTY/STAFF . . I ROIIDCASTCDMM
7: 15 PHOTOIFILM viCCIMAP
'
a , ISTV v•AO VE RT)S ING/ JOURNALISM
9: 1S AAD IOITVvi AAT
WE DN ESDAY DEC.
6: 1STVvsPHOTO/ FI LM
7: 15.FACULTY/ STAFF VI RADIO/TV
1 : ISBROAOCASTCOMM. v1AAT
9: IS AOVE RT!SING/ JOURNALISM VI CCI MAP

I,,,.

TOTAL LIQUIDATION SALE!
···························
·············~
""HOLLINGWORTH IMPORTS""

IS
CHICAGO 'S LARGEST IMPORTER
OF
JEWELRY AND GI FT ITEMS
OUR ONE MILLION DOLLAR INVENTORY MUST GO!
BUY BELOW WHOLESALE PRICES
50·90% DISCOUNT
TRY US. NO REASONABLE OFFER WILL BE REJECTED
TH E :J~w~f'ty STORE
Phone 346-9654
A r fH

85 E. Monroe
29 W. Jackson

FO LLOWING LOCATIONS:

210 S. Michigan Ave.
404 S. Michigan Ave.

OPEN 7 DAYS A W EEK 10:00 A.M . TO 6:00P.M.
SUNDAYS 12:00 TO 5:00P.M.

Costume Jewelry, Silver Jewelry,
Witches. Thou11nds of
Unuau11 Olltllema From
Around tht World.

--------------------~~~~~~~~--------·---------------------J
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Neig:bborli6dd' s~up~;

suffer: 'a s
popularity.of malls increases

By-Fatma Abdelaziz

ooen:

Shopping malls have
popping up in
and around the .Chicagoland area. in the
last decade. These ma)ls tuive taken
business away from the rie.ighborliood
shopping districts leaving ...abandoned,
boarded up buildings whicb eventually
lead to ghost neighborhOods imd'slums.
One such shopping mall is the Brickyard
on Diversey and Narragansett. The
Brickyard, which opened in March of 1979,
has affected three shopping districts:
Logan Square (2600-2900 N. Milwaukee),
Belmont and Central, · and SiX Corners
(Milwaukee, Cicero and Irving Park).
"Shoppers just take the' bus straight
down and pass up these little businesses,"
said Ade)e Slowik, owner of TT Goodworth
on Milwaukee and Diversey.
The clothing store now has signs which
reaft;~'Going out of business." Just a week
before there were signs on its ·windows
wlii.ch read, " Why pay mall prices?'" ·
' 't'r'tloodworth has been at Diversey and
!'Ki'IWaUkee for eight ·yea..s· under the
variOUs names of Tic Toe, Factory Outlet
and TT Goodworth. Tic Toe moved for ·a
short period of time tO Six Corners, while
retaining the store on Diversey lJllder the
narite of Factory Outlet. Tic TOe on Six
Corners closed and a liank oj)ened in its
place. ~liortly after, FactOry Outiet closed
arid. retij>ened under the name ,'l'r Goodwortll: ··
'
"Th e Brickyard has affected us 'quite 11
t.

·~

11 Uf\c

..,t,

,._, •\-''

'·J ·

.,

.n

\1·

bit," Slowik said. " I think all the consumers around here have been affected,"
Slowik will be closing the store permanently in January or earlier if it's
rented.
,
Just south of TT Goodworth is Square
Store for Men which also displays "Going
Out of Business" signs.
"The Brickyard," said the manager who
wanted his name withheld, "has hurt
business at this store, but it has affected
our other store on Irving and Cicero more
so than this one."
. Across the street from Square Store is
Beacon Discount Center which closed for
the night one day, six months ago and
never reopened. Merchandise remains. untouched in the store.
A block north of Beacon is the Steven's
Furniture Store which also posts "Going
Out of Business" sale posters.
"The Brickyard has hurt us a bit," said
Angelo Hermendez, manager of Steven's.
''Any shopping center will hurt business.
We will be moving to the new shopping
mall being built on Addison and Kedzie
around March."
"Closed our doors to the public as of July
1" is the sign pasted on the window next
door to Steven's. Bel-Park Photo Supply is
another store which closed without a
' 'going out of'business sale."
One area refusing to give in to the
Brickyartf and fighting a hard battle to
remain
. ., , alive is the
. Belmont and Central

~rickya.rd, 6485 'W.
. i'a juat one ol tl\e'''a h<)pjlinl ina.lla 'that attncta
ahopp~ra ,who mi&ht otherwiae. ai~~ their buaiAe.aa to &elmont &a.d Ce'fttral, Loaan
SqUare, or' the Six Corners' atotrea.
'
Photo By Art Hoakina
•..
'.,
,.
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, .,422 South Wabash
Phone-In Ord,rs:

663-9246(7)
(81i;;;pif) COLDS

.HOURS:
Mon.-Fri.: 6:30 a.m_ - 6 _p.m . .
Sat.: 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Reg. Giant
BLIMPIE BEST (Ham, Salami.
· Prosciullini'. Cappacola & Cheese) .... . : .... 1.95 3.75
1. Ham, Salami, & Cheese ........... .... .. 1.45
2.75
2. Ham & Swiss . ..... , . ..... ·...... .. . .. . .. 1.55 2.95
3. Tuna Salad . . ..... : ·. _.. . : . ..... .... . . . . . 1.60 2.95
4. Roast Beef . ..... .. ........ .. . . . ..... . . . 1.95 3. 75
5_ Turkey .. . . ... .. . .... .. . ................ 1.65 3.15
6. Blimpie Club (Ham, Turkey & Swiss) .... 1.75 3.25

lifliJU)I8}
7.
8.
9.
10.

HOTS

Roast Beef American ....... . ... .. .... -. ..... .
Tuna Melt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Corned Beef .... . ... ... .... . . . ...... . ........
Pastrami. ...... .. .... .. ......................

2.20
1.90
1.95
1.95

All BUMPIE sandwiches are garnished with lettuce, tomatoes, onions and Special
Bl.IMPIE Sauce at no extra cost.
BRING COUPON

BAING COUPON

Any regular Blimpie,

c

Regular Coke,
$199
Bag of Chips
Offer valid November 19th and 20th ONLY.

eRtNG couPON

·n i,s iii.the process of revitalizing tlie,.

Rf1e~~s t ·a half an hour

to be served. This

area through ·a federal grant.
· tlill\l stbre also takes the business from the
¥a,ling.s on Logan Square and the orie on
Streets have been repaved, benches..an.d
small tr~ have been added. A parking
Six Corners.
·
" ·~ ·
·
garage is el(jlected to be opened the day .
"The shopping malls liave affected the
betore T!lanksgivmg, m time for the
business, especially during the winter,
Chris.tmas rush.
when people prefer to shop indoors; during
,. . ·. ~·T.~e openi11g of a parking ·garage has , > ~he ~.me~ . ~I!~ ness.-is near normal.
··been one'-.of <!ur main concerns over the •, S'o.me .ll:eQple : JUS I ~cnh like to shop .in
years," said Marie Mosinski of the
malls, " said Diane Schlager, manager of
Belmont and Central Commerce Comthe Lerners at Belm()nt and Central .
mission.
Lerner's ·business is taken by the othe'r
Promotion of business through leaflets· women's clothing stores in the Brickyard
and neighborbood newspapers is another and the Lerners in the Harlem and Irving
way the Belmont and Central Commerce Plaza.
'
Commission is trying to bring shoppers
Although shopping malls are cropping
back from the Brickyard and other shop- up all over the city's northwest side afping malls.
feeling neighborhood businesses; on the
"The Brickyard has had more impact south side, only one shopping mall has
than Harlem and Irving," Mosinski said.
been built that has greatly reduced the
"But when Harlem and Irving first opened
number of shoppers from neighborhood
up..(24 years ago), it caused a novelty im- businesses.
pact on the area, but as the novelty of shopThe Englewood Shopping Concourse at
ping in a mall wore off, the customers who 63rd and Halsted, which officially opened
.were originally shoppers at Belmont and
in 1970, has taken a large portion of the onl
Central returned to the area."
ce sprawling East 63rd Street. According
The Harlem and Irving Plaza has an in- to area residents, the mall, which is acdoor and outdoor mall. The indoor mall at- tually a shopping district closed to traffic,
tracts 800,000 customers a year. has taken business from Sto!IY Island (1600
Customers and sales were up this year and E .J to Loomis (1400 W.).
last year, despite the opening of the
"And now they're failing, " said the
Brickyard, two miles away, which the residents.
The manaJ!er of the concourse stated,
Harlem and Irving Plaza management
feared would take a good portion of its " Business is down at the moment because
business.
of the economy, but we're holding· our
James C. Bailey, execu:ive vice own. "
president and general manarer of the
The mall is part of what once was the
Plaza, projects the average 197J-1980 cen- 63rd & Halsted business district, which
ter sales (indoor mall) to excet!d $150 per centered around Sears. Sears has since
square foot, with fashion stor~ figures to shut down.
"Sixty third and Halsted was the second
be between $250 to $350 a square foot. The
1975 average was $115 per square foot. downtown," said a former store owner.
Some tenants today have sales figures as "But Ford City (7600 S. Cicero), opened 16,
high as$985 per square foot.
17 years ago and the area went."
"The younger people prefer to shop in
the malls because of more stores. But
older people who come here by bus and
shop, we don't carry their size or style so
that has caused the slack in sales. But it
has been picking up, " said Debbie
Stahulak, manager of Maling Shoes on
Belmont and Central, as one employee
waits on the only family in the store, while
two other employees sit waiting for more
customers to come in.
The Brickyard contains a Malings which
is overflowing with customers. Som wait

•------------------------;;..----------..1 .
IIRtNG couPON
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StreeterVille; loveable or corrupt?
By Dan Qui~ley

cart after cart of rubble, filling in the lake
" To hell with the law." These are the
by hand. He said of his work, "Sometimes
famous last words of George Wellington after I had brought several acres above
Streeter, the man to whom Streeterville the water line, a storm would wash them
owes its name, and about whom history away in a single night. ·•
never made up its mind. Was he a lovable
The amount of work this reclamation
nut? A corrupt shyster? Probably
project required caused him to become
somewhere in between.
very attached to the resulting valuable
Streett>"Ville comprises roughly 1116
real estate. There soon followed a violent
acres of downtown Chicago, everything
forty year real estate war.
west of Michigan Avenue from .Oak Street
The neighborhood ar ound Oak Street
a ll the way to the Chicago River. This fact was even in those days known as the Gold
is about the only thing on the subject or the
Coast. It consisted of millionaires' manhistory of Streeterville that isn't argued sions for the most part, like Potter
a bout.
Palmer, N. K. Fai rbank , and Gen . Charles
George Streeter was born in 1841. His
FitzSimmons.
grandparents fought in the Revolutionary
When Streeter declared his inWar. His pioneer parents homesteaded in
dependence of Chicago and Illinois law,
'Michigan, where he was one of eleven
founding the "District of Lake Michigan,"
children. They were a hardy stock of peo- they immediately orga nized against him .
ple, everyone in the fam ily living to a t These well -to-do businessmen alrea!ly had
least middle-age, which was quite an ac- other plans for tha t real estate, and no one
complishment in those days .
man was going to s lop them .
Streeter started out as an adventurer,
The first battle look place in July of 1889.
trading with the Indians out on the pra irie
F ive constables of the Chicago Police
for a time, before fighting for the Union in
Department tried to serve an eviction
the Civil Wa r , where he became a captain.
notice, but were driven away at gun point.
When the war ended he became a
A few days later fi ve of Chicago's 'Finest'
showman , putting together the n unusua l got the drop on Streeter , but his wife
acts like ventriloquis t and magic shows,
dumped a kettle of boiling water on them
and touring the West and Midwest.
so that Streeter could scramble for his gun
Streeter came to Chicago in t8116 pla n- and again send them packing.
ning to use his boat , the Reutan, to bring
The money cartel decided to fight dirty.
loads of lum ber from Michigan to all the Besides buying every politician in Chicago
growing cities a long the southern end of they could get their hands on, they hired
Lake Michigan. A violent summer storm thugs, detectives . a nd off-duty policemen
wrecked his boat on a sand bar a t Oak to harass Streeter unmercifully.
Street, causing him to change his plans.
Streeter organized a territor ial governStreeter began filling in the lake a round
ment, with a n elec tion of officers, and even
his boat, so that he could li ve on it. Land
found a federal judge to legally swea r
fill was easy to obtain a t that ti me,
them in. Streeter beca me the District
Governor, a nd converted an outhouse into
because Chicago was still clea ning up
from the great fire. There was plenty of
a courthouse. He had a lready begun sell rubble to use, so much that contractors
ing his land, a nd so had amassed an a rmy
paid him so they could dump there .
ofhisown.
The shoreline of Lake Michigan had
Streeter was warned by the Swedish
already been re-shaped by man a few
janitor who worked a t Potter 's mansion of
years prior to Streeter 's a rrival. Sixty
a plot to knock him off al three in the morna cres had been claimed from the lake by
ing. He loaded his musket with plenty or
the Lincoln Park District, which had
extra shot. and when the a ppointed lime
already sold orr part or it to finance the
a r rived and the assassins came knocking
buildi ng of LakeShore Drive.
on his door. he felled the whole bunch with
Streeter did some checking a round, a nd
one s hot .
decided that he could cla im squatter's
This was the pattern of the war or
righ ts on la nd that he re-clai med from the
Streeterville . Streeter was never caught
lake. Lake Michigan was not mentioned in orr guard. a nd for the most part was able to
a ny federal land grants to the s tate of Ilbeat his opponents ' strong-a rm men
linois For extra insurance , he tracked
physically and intelligently . He even ardown the chief of the Pottawottam ie In- res ted some or them . The police force
dians, a nd got written permission from
usually had a cordon of officers s urhim to have the lake , and pay the chief a
roundi ng Streetcrvi lle. but they just
portion or the profil~ deri ved.
wa tched a ll the a ltercations going on
Then he went to work In an ex- " 1thout getti ng involved .
cruciatingly slow procr·ss. he unloaded
The powpr of the pre•s a nd publ ic senti-

CapWn Streeter, wile M ..ria and auly Mc:M........,ra at..nd iA lroat ol the teat whlc:l>
they c:aDed home ba.c:k iA liM,,

was known as " Streeterville" to the people, and the public records and documents
of the city, county, and state, he claimed
his ~istrict by common law. Everyone was
acquitted. The feud continued.
In 1903 things became more serious.
Streeter was indicted for murdering a
trespasser named Kirk. Although one of
his friends was convicted of the murder
charge, Streeter, unable to keep his mouth
s hut, spent nine months in Joliet for contempt of court.
Out or jail, Stree\Cr continued the good
fight. But in the fall of 1915 he was caught
by Mayor " Big Bill" Thompson selling liquor on Sundays, a violation of the " i)lue
taws" in force at the time, and they were
able to tack on anotHer contempt o{ courtand put him in Cook County Jail. The
police torched his shanty town while he.
was in jail, so he had nothing to go back to.
When he got out of jail, he moved to East
Chicago. For some reason he thought if he
established residency there, it would aid
him in his legal attempts to get Streeterville back.
In the meantime he supported himself
by appearing in vaudeville in a burlesque
of Streeterville history, called " The Man
with the Red Beard."

ment was behind Streeter, the underdog,
so that the attitudes or the crowd usually
drawn to watch the daily, a nd increasingly
hourly, fights tempered police feelings.
Streeter, a true revolutionary , gave the
press plenty or materia l to work with as he
made his feelings on the millionaires
known.
" I carried a musket loaded with powder
and ball for several years in the sixties to
preserve the integrity of our institutions
a nd to prevent the further enslavement or
the black race of the nation ; and if need be,
I think I can shoulder one again with even
keener relish to put down the white slavery
of the dollar-hogs of the North.''
Streeter claimed that the "wage
e nslavement" system was not good for
" man, fa mily, or religion,'' attacking the
millionaires at their capitalistic core,
philosophically .
In 1900 Streeter sent two bullets into the
buggy of then Chief of Police Barney Baer,
who was trying to serve more eviction
papers. The next day 500 policemen surrounded the District of Michigan, and after
a prolonged skirmish, all of Streeter's
army were captured .
Streeter's defense in court was the doctrines of common law. Si nce his district

)OAPY WATER) PRODUCTION·
PRESENTS
/1
''
- ' h.E. c:::rrnniaE't~a'ty

II({P

WR ITTEN BY: IVORY OCEAN

DIRECTED BY:

IVORY OCEAN

NORMAN McLAGHLIN
STARRING

COLLEEN CRIMMINS
IVORY OCEAN

AJEENAH RASHNEED
NORMAN McLAUGHLIN

INTRODUCING

GREG PORTER

A ONE NIGHT PERFORMANCE
ON : NOV. 22nd, 1980
AT: 72 E. '11stSTREET THEATRE

TIME : 8:00P.M .
$5.00 PER PERSON
TICKErs SOLD AT DOOR

ADVANCE TICKETS
421·7800

